
Implementation of algorithms described in Hanany,Klibanoff and Marom 2011
"Dynamically Consistent Updating of Multiple Prior Beliefs  an Algorithmic Approach"

for dynamically consistent updating of Maxmin Expected

Utility preferences. Hereafter HKM 2011. Coding by HKM.

Instructions: Run the notebook and fill in the input

requestedthe default values in the dialog boxes may be edited
including the measures whose convex hull is the set of measures,

the utility acts whose convex hull is the set of feasible utility acts,

the initially optimal utility act,

the event to be updated on and the update rule to use. 

 Coding of functions starts here 
 Exante takes as arguments a finite set of probability measures Cbar and a finite set of

utility acts Bbar and returns the coefficients a for each a in Bbar generating a mixed

act that is optimal within the convex hull of Bbar according to the min expectation over

the convex hull of Cbar. It also returns o, the min expectation of that optimal act
ExanteCbar_, Bbar_ : o, Suma a, a, Bbar .

Maximizeo, And  TableSuma a.q, a, Bbar  o, q, Cbar && And  Tablea  0,

a, Bbar && Suma, a, Bbar  1, Flatteno, Tablea, a, Bbar2;

 Bayes takes as arguments a finite set of probability measures Cbar and an

event EE given positive weight by each measure in Cbar. It returns the

set of measures obtained by updating each measure in Cbar by Bayes rule
BayesCbar_, EE_ : Module, Table

TableBooleMemberQEE, s qs  Sumqss, ss, EE, s, Lengthq, q, Cbar;

 DCmax takes as arguments a finite set of probability measures Cbar,

an event EE given positive weight by each measure in Cbar,

an initially optimal utility act b1,

and a finite set of feasible utility acts Bbar. It returns

the extreme points of the set of measures obtained by updating

according to the DCmax rule defined by Hanany and Klibanoff

"Updating Preferences with Multiple Priors", Theoretical Economics, 2007.
DCmaxCbar_, EE_, b1_, Bbar_ : Moduleb, Lbar, CbarE, QbarE, UbarE,

UbarE  ; b  b1; IfMinTableb.q, q, Cbar  ExanteCbar, Bbar1,

b  ExanteCbar, Bbar2; MessageDialogTextGriderrormessage1, b,

WindowMargins  0, Automatic, Automatic, 0;

IfMemberQTableSumqs, s, EE, q, Cbar, 0, MessageDialogerrormessage2,

Lbar  ExtIntBbar, JoinTableTableBooless  s, ss, RangeLengthb, bs,

s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE, TableTableBooless  s,

ss, RangeLengthb, bs, s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE;

CbarE  ExtBayesCbar, EE; QbarE  ExtIntCbarE, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar;

UbarE  ExtIntCbarE, b  MinTableb.q, q, QbarE Table1, s, Lengthb, 0;



 DCPFImax takes as arguments a finite set of probability measures Cbar,

an event EE given positive weight by each measure in Cbar,

an initially optimal utility act b1,

and a finite set of feasible utility acts Bbar. It returns

the extreme points of the set of measures obtained by updating

according to the DCPFImax rule defined by Hanany and Klibanoff

"Updating Preferences with Multiple Priors", Theoretical Economics, 2007.
DCPFImaxCbar_, EE_, b1_, Bbar_ :

Moduleb, Lbar, CbarE, QbarE, ostar, Rbar, qg, Jbar, KbarE, UbarE,

UbarE  ; b  b1; IfMinTableb.q, q, Cbar  ExanteCbar, Bbar1,

b  ExanteCbar, Bbar2; MessageDialogTextGriderrormessage1, b,

WindowMargins  0, Automatic, Automatic, 0;

IfMemberQTableSumqs, s, EE, q, Cbar, 0, MessageDialogerrormessage2,

Lbar  ExtIntBbar, JoinTableTableBooless  s, ss, RangeLengthb, bs,

s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE, TableTableBooless  s,

ss, RangeLengthb, bs, s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE;

CbarE  ExtBayesCbar, EE; QbarE  ExtIntCbarE, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar;

ostar  MinTableb.q, q, Cbar;

Rbar  ExtIntCbar, Joinb, ostar, b, ostar, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar;

qg  Rbar1;  Note that qg can be any measure from Rbar 

this algorithm simply picks the 1st measure in that set 
Jbar  ExtIntLbar, Joinqg, ostar, qg, ostar, Tableq  qg, 0, q, Cbar;

KbarE  ExtIntQbarE, JoinTableb  a, 0, a, Jbar, Tableb  a, 0, a, Jbar;

UbarE  ExtIntCbarE,

Tablea  MinTableb.q, q, KbarE Table1, s, Lengthb, 0, a, Jbar;

 DCRAmaxspecial takes as arguments a finite set of probability measures Cbar,

an event EE given positive weight by each measure in Cbar,

an initially optimal utility act b1, and a finite set of feasible utility

acts Bbar. Under the requirement that the conditional expectations of the

initially optimal utility act on the complement of the event E are all

equal for measures in Cbar that assign positive probability to this event,

it returns the extreme points of the set of measures obtained by

updating according to the DCRAmax rule as defined by HKM 2011. 
DCRAmaxspecialCbar_, EE_, b1_, Bbar_ :

Moduleb, Lbar, CbarE, QbarE, ostar, Rbar, qg, alpha, expbEc, expbEc1, constant, UbarE,

UbarE  ; b  b1; IfMinTableb.q, q, Cbar  ExanteCbar, Bbar1,

b  ExanteCbar, Bbar2; MessageDialogTextGriderrormessage1, b,

WindowMargins  0, Automatic, Automatic, 0;

IfMemberQTableSumqs, s, EE, q, Cbar, 0,

MessageDialogerrormessage2, constant  True; expbEc  0;

TableIfSumCbari, s, s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE  0,

expbEc1  b.BayesCbari, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE1;
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Ifi  1, IfexpbEc1  expbEc, constant  False; expbEc  expbEc1,

i, LengthCbar; If constant, MessageDialogerrormessage3,

WindowMargins  0, Automatic, Automatic, 0; DCRAmaxgeneralCbar, EE, b, Bbar,

Lbar  ExtIntBbar, JoinTableTableBooless  s, ss, RangeLengthb, bs,

s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE, TableTableBooless  s,

ss, RangeLengthb, bs, s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE;

CbarE  ExtBayesCbar, EE; QbarE  ExtIntCbarE, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar;

ostar  MinTableb.q, q, Cbar;

Rbar  ExtIntCbar, Joinb, ostar, b, ostar, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar;

qg  SelectRbar, b.Bayes, EE1  MinTableb.Bayesq, EE1, q, Rbar &
1; alpha  SignexpbEc  ostar; UbarE  ExtBayesIntCbar, alpha TableBoole

MemberQEE, s, s, RangeLengthb, alpha Sumqgs, s, EE, EE;

 DCRAmaxgeneral takes as arguments a finite set of probability measures Cbar,

an event EE given positive weight by each measure in Cbar,

an initially optimal utility act b1, and a finite set of feasible utility

acts Bbar. It returns the extreme points of the set of measures obtained

by updating according to the DCRAmax rule as defined by HKM 2011. It

is more general, but also more complex, than DCRAmaxspecial,

as it does not require that the conditional

expectations of the initially

optimal utility act on the complement

of the event E are all equal for

measures in Cbar that assign positive

probability to this event. 
DCRAmaxgeneralCbar_, EE_, b1_, Bbar_ :

Moduleb, Lbar, CbarE, QbarE, ostar, Rbar, qg, xi, Abar,

K0, beta3, const, sol, astar, alphastarq1q2, UbarE, UbarE  ;

b  b1; IfMinTableb.q, q, Cbar  ExanteCbar, Bbar1,

b  ExanteCbar, Bbar2; MessageDialogTextGriderrormessage1, b,

WindowMargins  0, Automatic, Automatic, 0;

IfMemberQTableSumqs, s, EE, q, Cbar, 0, MessageDialogerrormessage2,

Lbar  ExtIntBbar, JoinTableTableBooless  s, ss, RangeLengthb, bs,

s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE, TableTableBooless  s,

ss, RangeLengthb, bs, s, ComplementRangeLengthb, EE;

CbarE  ExtBayesCbar, EE; QbarE  ExtIntCbarE, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar;

ostar  MinTableb.q, q, Cbar;

Rbar  ExtIntCbar, Joinb, ostar, b, ostar, Tableb  a, 0, a, Lbar; qg 

SelectRbar, b.Bayes, EE1  MinTableb.Bayesq, EE1, q, Rbar &1;

xi  1  2; Abar  ; beta3  b.Bayesqg, EE1;

TableK0  Ifostar  TableIfMemberQEE, s, beta3, bs, s, Lengthb.

xi c1  1  xi c2  0, 1, 1; const  And 

Tableq.TableIfMemberQEE, s, as, bs, s, Lengthb  ostar, q, Cbar &&
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xi c1  1  xi c2.TableIfMemberQEE, s, as, bs, s, Lengthb 

ostar && Sumas  beta3 c1, s, s, EE  0;

IfFindInstanceconst, Tableas, s, EE  ,

sol  MaximizeK0 Sumas  beta3 c2, s, s, EE, const, Tableas, s, EE;

Ifsol1  , Abar  UnionAbar, xi c1  1  xi c2, astar 

Tableas, s, EE . sol2; IfSumastars  beta3 c2, s, s, EE  0,

Abar  UnionAbar, c, alphastarq1q2  Sumastars  beta3 c2, s, s, EE 
Sumastars  beta3 c2, s  c1, s, s, EE;

Abar  UnionAbar, alphastarq1q2 c1  1  alphastarq1q2 c2,

c, TuplesCbar, 2; UbarE  ExtBayesAbar, EE;

 Ext takes a finite set of vectors as its argument, and returns the extreme points of

the convex hull of this set. See Appendix:algorithms from polyhedral theory in HKM 2011 
ExtH_ : ModuleH1, H1  UnionH;

IfLengthH1  2, H1, H1PositionTableFindInstanceAnd  TableSumhh hhs,

hh, ComplementH1, h  hs, s, Lengthh && And  Tablehh  0,

hh, ComplementH1, h && Sumhh, hh, ComplementH1, h  1,

Tablehh, hh, ComplementH1, h, h, H1, All, 1;

 Int takes a finite set of vectors and a finite set

of

half

spaces as its argument, and returns

the

extreme

points

of

their

intersection. See

Appendix:algorithms from polyhedral theory in HKM 2011
IntA_, W_ : Module, Dbar  ExtA;

DoDbar  ExtUnionSelectDbar, w1.  w2 &, Table
w2  w1.cc2

w1.cc1  cc2 cc1  cc2  cc2, cc, SelectTuplesDbar, 2,

w1.1  w2 w1.2  w2  0 &, w, W; Dbar;

 Define various error messages 
errormessage1  "The utility act given is not initially optimal. Using instead ";

errormessage2  "Cannot update on an event that

is assigned zero probability by some measure in the belief set.";

errormessage3  "Cannot apply Step 3.3.D in the algorithm for computing Reference Dependent

updating because the conditional expectations of the initially optimal utility

act on the complement of the event E are not all equal for measures in the belief

set that assign positive probability to this event: using Step 3.3.D' instead.";
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 run is a basic user interface allowing entry

or use of the default values it is called with of the set of probability measures,

the set of feasible utility acts, a choice of initially maxminEU optimal

act the algorithm checks to make sure it is indeed an optimum,

the event to update on, and the choice of update rule, DCmax,

DCPFImax or DCRAmax first tries to use the DCRAmaxspecial algorithm,

and if that can't be used, calls the DCRAmaxgeneral algorithm. 
runinitCbar_, initEE_, initb_, initBbar_, initalg_ :

ModuleCbar, EE, b, Bbar, alg, Cbar  Input"Please enter the set of measures, the

convex hull of which represents the initial beliefs:", initCbar;

Bbar  Input"Please enter the the set of utility acts, the convex hull of which is

the feasible set:", initBbar; b  Ifinitb  , initb, ExanteCbar, Bbar2;

b  Input"Please enter the initially optimal utility act:", b;

EE  Input"Please enter the event to update on:", initEE;

alg  Input
"Please enter the update rule to use 1 for DCmax, 2 for DCPFImax, 3 for DCRAmax:",

initalg; result  Switchalg, 1, DCmaxCbar, EE, b, Bbar, 2, DCPFImaxCbar, EE, b, Bbar,

3, DCRAmaxspecialCbar, EE, b, Bbar; Ifresult  , MessageDialog
TextGrid"The set of extreme points of the set of updated ambiguous beliefs is: ",

result;
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